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Abstract
We study SU(3)-invariant integrable models solvable by a nested algebraic Bethe ansatz.
We obtain determinant representations for form factors of diagonal entries of the monodromy
matrix. This representation can be used for the calculation of form factors and correlation
functions of the XXX SU(3)-invariant Heisenberg chain.
1 Introduction
Calculation of form factors and correlation functions in the algebraic Bethe ansatz solvable
models [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] is a very important task. In many cases this can be reduced to the calculation
of scalar products of Bethe vectors. Recently, in the work [6], we obtained a determinant
representation for a particular case of the scalar product in SU(3)-invariant models. Using this
representation, one can calculate certain form factors in SU(3)-invariant Heisenberg chain.
1samuel.belliard@univ-montp2.fr, pakuliak@theor.jinr.ru, eric.ragoucy@lapp.in2p3.fr, nslavnov@mi.ras.ru
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In the present paper we extend this result and obtain determinant formulas for form factors
of all diagonal elements of the monodromy matrix. Let us be more precise. We consider models
with SU(3)-invariant R-matrix acting in the tensor product of two auxiliary spaces V1 ⊗ V2,
where Vk ∼ C
3, k = 1, 2:
R(x, y) = I+ g(x, y)P, g(x, y) =
c
x− y
. (1.1)
In the above definition, I is the identity matrix in V1 ⊗ V2, P is the permutation matrix that
exchanges V1 and V2, and c is a constant.
The monodromy matrix T (w) satisfies the algebra
R12(w1, w2)T1(w1)T2(w2) = T2(w2)T1(w1)R12(w1, w2). (1.2)
Equation (1.2) holds in the tensor product V1⊗V2⊗H, where Vk ∼ C
3, k = 1, 2, are the auxiliary
linear spaces, and H is the Hilbert space of the Hamiltonian of the model under consideration.
The R-matrix acts non-trivially in V1⊗V2, the matrices Tk(w) act non-trivially in Vk⊗H. The
trace in the auxiliary space V ∼ C3 of the monodromy matrix, tr T (w), is called the transfer
matrix. It is a generating functional of integrals of motion of the model. The eigenvectors of
the transfer matrix are called on-shell Bethe vectors (or simply on-shell vectors). They can be
parameterized by a set of complex parameters satisfying the Bethe equations (see section 2).
Besides the standard monodromy matrix we also consider a twisted monodromy matrix
ρT (w) (see [7, 8, 9]), where ρ is a matrix such that its tensor square commutes with theR-matrix:
[ρ1ρ2, R12] = 0. The operator tr ρT (w) is called the twisted transfer matrix. Its eigenvectors are
called twisted on-shell Bethe vectors (or simply twisted on-shell vectors). Like the standard on-
shell vectors, they can be parameterized by a set of complex parameters satisfying the twisted
Bethe equations (see section 2). In our previous publication [6] we considered a special case of
the twist matrix ρ = diag(1, κ, 1), where κ was a complex number. Now we consider the general
case of the diagonal twist matrix ρ = diag(κ1, κ2, κ3). Below we will use the shorthand notation
κ¯ = {κ1, κ2, κ3} and denote the twisted monodromy matrix by Tκ¯(w).
In this paper we obtain a determinant representation for the scalar product of a twisted
on-shell vector and a standard on-shell vector. When the twist is general, this determinant
representation is not exact. It is valid only up to the terms of order (κ1/κ3−1)
2. This precision,
however, allows us to obtain exact determinant formulas for form factors of Tss(w), s = 1, 2, 3.
Using these representations one can calculate form factors of diagonal operators in the SU(3)-
invariant XXX Heisenberg chain via the inverse scattering problem [10, 11]. Indeed, if Es,sm ,
s = 1, 2, 3, is an elementary unit associated with the m-th site of the chain (Es,s)jk = δjsδks,
then
Es,sm = (trT (0))
m−1Tss(0)(tr T (0))
−m. (1.3)
Since the action of the transfer matrix on on-shell vectors is trivial, we see that the form factors
of Es,sm are proportional to the those of Tss.
The article is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce the model under consideration
and describe the notation used in the paper. In section 3 we give the main results. In section 4
we explain how the twisted transfer matrix can be used for evaluation of form factors of the
operators Tss(w). Section 5 is devoted to the derivation of the results given in section 3.
Appendix A contains the proof of an auxiliary lemma.
2
2 Notation
We basically use the same notation and conventions as in the paper [6].
Besides the function g(x, y) we also introduce rational functions
f(x, y) = 1 + g(x, y) =
x− y + c
x− y
(2.1)
and
h(x, y) =
f(x, y)
g(x, y)
=
x− y + c
c
, t(x, y) =
g(x, y)
h(x, y)
=
c2
(x− y)(x− y + c)
. (2.2)
Sets of variables are always denoted by bars: v¯, u¯C etc. Individual elements of the sets are
denoted by subscripts: vj, u
B
k etc. As a rule, the number of elements in the sets is not shown
explicitly in the equations; however we give these cardinalities in special comments after the
formulas. We also use a special notation for subsets with one element omitted u¯j = u¯ \ uj,
v¯Ck = v¯
C \ vCk and so on.
In order to avoid formulas being too cumbersome we use shorthand notation for products
of scalar functions. Namely, if functions g, f , h, t, as well as λ2 (see (2.4)) depend on sets of
variables, this means that one should take the product over the corresponding set. For example,
λ2(u¯) =
∏
uj∈u¯
λ2(uj); g(vk, w¯) =
∏
wj∈w¯
g(vk, wj); f(u¯II, u¯I) =
∏
uj∈u¯II
∏
uk∈u¯I
f(uj, uk). (2.3)
In the last equation of (2.3) the set u¯ is divided into two subsets u¯I, u¯II, and the double product
is taken with respect to all uk belonging to u¯I and all uj belonging to u¯II.
Now we pass to the description of Bethe vectors. We assume that the monodromy matrix
possesses a pseudovacuum vector |0〉 and a dual pseudovacuum vector 〈0|. These vectors are
annihilated by the operators Tjk(w), where j > k for |0〉 and j < k for 〈0|. At the same time
both vectors are eigenvectors for the diagonal entries of the monodromy matrix:
Tjj(w)|0〉 = λj(w)|0〉, 〈0|Tjj(w) = λj(w)〈0|, (2.4)
where λj(w) are some scalar functions. In the framework of the generalized model, λj(w) remain
free functional parameters. Actually, it is always possible to normalize the monodromy matrix
T (w)→ λ−12 (w)T (w) so as to deal only with the ratios
r1(w) =
λ1(w)
λ2(w)
, r3(w) =
λ3(w)
λ2(w)
. (2.5)
Generic Bethe vectors are special polynomials in the operators Tjk(w) with j < k applied
to |0〉. Similarly, dual Bethe vectors are special polynomials in the operators Tjk(w) with j > k
applied to 〈0|. The procedure used to construct these polynomials was formulated in [5] (see
also [12, 13]). Their explicit form was found in [14]. In [6] we denoted Bethe vectors and their
dual ones by |u¯; v¯〉 and 〈u¯; v¯| respectively, stressing that they depend on two sets of variables
u¯ and v¯. In this paper we use the notation Ba,b(u¯; v¯) for Bethe vectors and Ca,b(u¯; v¯) for dual
ones. These vectors differ from |u¯; v¯〉 and 〈u¯; v¯| by the normalization
B
a,b(u¯B; v¯B) =
|u¯B; v¯B〉
f(v¯B, u¯B)λ2(v¯B)λ2(u¯B)
, Ca,b(u¯C ; v¯C) =
〈u¯C ; v¯C |
f(v¯C , u¯C)λ2(v¯C)λ2(u¯C)
. (2.6)
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We use here superscripts B and C in order to distinguish the sets of parameters entering these
two vectors. In other words, unless explicitly specified, the variables {u¯B, v¯B} in Ba,b and
{u¯C , v¯C} in Ca,b are not supposed to be equal. The normalization (2.6) is more convenient for
the calculation of the action of the monodromy matrix entries Tjk(w) on Bethe vectors and dual
ones [14]. The superscripts a and b show the cardinalities of the sets u¯ and v¯: #u¯ = a, #v¯ = b.
Bethe vectors and dual Bethe vectors are related by the anti-automorphism † defined by
Tij(w)
† = Tji(w) and |0〉
† = 〈0|.
Below we will consider the scalar product of the on-shell vector and dual twisted on-shell
vector. A generic Bethe vector becomes an on-shell vector, if it is an eigenvector of the transfer
matrix. Similarly the dual twisted on-shell vector is an eigenvector of the twisted transfer
matrix. We use the same notation, Ba,b(u¯B; v¯B) and Ca,b(u¯C ; v¯C), for on-shell vectors and dual
ones, while we denote dual twisted on-shell vectors by Ca,bκ¯ (u¯
C ; v¯C) in order to stress that they
are eigenvectors of trTκ¯(w). Then
trT (w) Ba,b(u¯B; v¯B) = τ(w|u¯B , v¯B)Ba,b(u¯B; v¯B),
C
a,b
κ¯ (u¯
C ; v¯C) tr Tκ¯(w) = τκ¯(w|u¯
C , v¯C)Ca,bκ¯ (u¯
C ; v¯C),
(2.7)
where
τ(w) ≡ τ(w|u¯B, v¯B) = r1(w)f(u¯
B, w) + f(w, u¯B)f(v¯B, w) + r3(w)f(w, v¯
B),
τκ¯(w) ≡ τκ¯(w|u¯
C , v¯C) = κ1r1(w)f(u¯
C , w) + κ2f(w, u¯
C)f(v¯C , w) + κ3r3(w)f(w, v¯
C).
(2.8)
Hereby the sets u¯B and v¯B should satisfy the system of nested Bethe ansatz equations [5]
r1(u
B
j ) =
f(uBj , u¯
B
j )
f(u¯Bj , u
B
j )
f(v¯B, uBj ), r3(v
B
j ) =
f(v¯Bj , v
B
j )
f(vBj , v¯
B
j )
f(vBj , u¯
B), (2.9)
while the sets u¯C and v¯C satisfy the twisted system of nested Bethe ansatz equations
r1(u
C
j ) =
κ2
κ1
f(uCj , u¯
C
j )
f(u¯Cj , u
C
j )
f(v¯C, uCj ), r3(v
C
j ) =
κ2
κ3
f(v¯Cj , v
C
j )
f(vCj , v¯
C
j )
f(vCj , u¯
C). (2.10)
We recall that u¯Cj = u¯
C \ uCj , u¯
B
j = u¯
B \ uBj etc.
For further application it is useful to re-write the system of twisted equations in the loga-
rithmic form. Define
Φj = log r1(u
C
j )− log
(
f(uCj , u¯
C
j )
f(u¯Cj , u
C
j )
)
− log f(v¯C , uCj ), j = 1, . . . , a, (2.11)
and
Φj+a = log r3(v
C
j )− log
(
f(v¯Cj , v
C
j )
f(vCj , v¯
C
j )
)
− log f(vCj , u¯
C), j = 1, . . . , b. (2.12)
Then the system (2.10) takes the form
Φj = log κ2 − log κ1 + 2πiℓj , j = 1, . . . , a,
Φj+a = log κ2 − log κ3 + 2πimj , j = 1, . . . , b,
(2.13)
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where ℓj and mj are some integers. The Jacobian of (2.11) and (2.12) is closely related to the
norm of the on-shell Bethe vector and the average values of the operators Tss(z) (see Section 3).
To conclude this section we introduce the partition function of the six-vertex model with
domain wall boundary conditions (DWPF) [7, 15]. This is one of the central object in the study
of scalar products. We denote the DWPF by Kn(x¯|y¯). It depends on two sets of variables x¯
and y¯; the subscript shows that #x¯ = #y¯ = n. The function Kn has the following determinant
representation [15]
Kn(x¯|y¯) = ∆
′
n(x¯)∆n(y¯)h(x¯, y¯) detn
t(xj, yk), (2.14)
where ∆′n(x¯) and ∆n(y¯) are
∆′n(x¯) =
n∏
j>k
g(xj , xk), ∆n(y¯) =
n∏
j<k
g(yj , yk). (2.15)
3 Determinant expressions for the form factors
The form factors of the operators Tss(z) are defined as
F
(s)
a,b (z) ≡ F
(s)
a,b (z|u¯
C , v¯C ; u¯B, v¯B) = Ca,b(u¯C ; v¯C)Tss(z)B
a,b(u¯B; v¯B), (3.1)
where both Ca,b(u¯C ; v¯C) and Ba,b(u¯B; v¯B) are on-shell Bethe vectors1. One should distinguish
two cases:
• Ca,b(u¯C ; v¯C) =
(
B
a,b(u¯B; v¯B)
)†
;
• Ca,b(u¯C ; v¯C) 6=
(
B
a,b(u¯B; v¯B)
)†
.
3.1 The average value of Tss(z)
Here we consider the case Ca,b(u¯C ; v¯C) =
(
B
a,b(u¯B; v¯B)
)†
, that is u¯B = u¯C = u¯ and v¯B = v¯C = v¯.
First of all we define an (a+ b)× (a+ b) matrix θ with the entries
θj,k =
∂Φj
∂uCk
∣∣∣∣
u¯C=u¯
v¯C=v¯
, k = 1, . . . , a; and θj,k+a =
∂Φj
∂vCk
∣∣∣∣
u¯C=u¯
v¯C=v¯
, k = 1, . . . , b, (3.2)
where the Φj are given by (2.11) and (2.12).
Then we extend the matrix θ to an (a+ b+ 1)× (a+ b+ 1) matrix Θ(s) with s = 1, 2, 3, by
adding one row and one column
Θ
(s)
j,k = θj,k, j, k = 1, . . . , a+ b,
Θ
(s)
a+b+1,k =
∂τ(z|u¯,v¯)
∂uk
, k = 1, . . . , a, Θ
(s)
a+b+1,a+k =
∂τ(z|u¯,v¯)
∂vk
, k = 1, . . . , b,
Θ
(s)
j,a+b+1 = δs1 − δs2 j = 1, . . . , a, Θ
(s)
j+a,a+b+1 = δs3 − δs2 j = 1, . . . , b,
Θ
(s)
a+b+1,a+b+1 =
∂τκ¯(z|u¯C ,v¯C)
∂κs
∣∣∣
u¯C=u¯
v¯C=v¯
.
(3.3)
1For simplicity here and below we do not distinguish between vectors and dual vectors.
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Here the δsk are Kronecker deltas. Notice that Θ
(s) depends on s only in its last column. Then
the form factor F
(s)
a,b (z) is
F
(s)
a,b (z|u¯, v¯; u¯, v¯) = Ha,b deta+b+1
Θ(s), (3.4)
where
Ha,b = (−1)
aca+bf(v¯, u¯)
a∏
j,k=1
j 6=k
f(uj, uk)
b∏
j,k=1
j 6=k
f(vj, vk). (3.5)
3.2 Form factor of Tss(z) between different states
If Ca,b(u¯C ; v¯C) 6=
(
B
a,b(u¯B; v¯B)
)†
, then we introduce a row-vector Ω with the following compo-
nents:
Ωk =
a∏
ℓ=1
(uCk − u
B
ℓ )
a∏
ℓ=1
ℓ 6=k
(uCk − u
C
ℓ )
−1, k = 1, . . . , a,
Ωa+k =
b∏
m=1
(vBk − v
C
m)
b∏
m=1
m6=k
(vBk − v
B
m)
−1, k = 1, . . . , b.
(3.6)
Obviously there exists an integer p ∈ {1, . . . , a+ b}, such that Ωp 6= 0. Let p be fixed. Then for
j 6= p we define the entries N
(s)
j,k of the (a+ b)× (a+ b) matrix N
(s) as
N
(s)
j,k = c g
−1(wk, u¯
C) g−1(v¯C , wk)
∂τ(wk|u¯
C , v¯C)
∂uCj
, j = 1, . . . , a, j 6= p, (3.7)
and
N
(s)
a+j,k = −c g
−1(v¯B, wk) g
−1(wk, u¯
B)
∂τ(wk|u¯
B, v¯B)
∂vBj
, j = 1, . . . , b, j 6= p. (3.8)
In these formulas one should set wk = u
B
k for k = 1, . . . , a and wk+a = v
C
k for k = 1, . . . , b.
The p-th row has the following elements
N
(s)
p,k = h(v¯
C , wk)h(wk, u¯
B)Y
(s)
k , (3.9)
where again wk = u
B
k for k = 1, . . . , a and wk+a = v
C
k for k = 1, . . . , b, and
Y
(s)
k = c (δs1 − δs2) + (δs1 − δs3)u
B
k
(
1−
f(v¯B, uBk )
f(v¯C, uBk )
)
, k = 1, . . . , a;
Y
(s)
a+k = c (δs3 − δs2) + (δs1 − δs3)(v
C
k + c)
(
1−
f(vCk , u¯
C)
f(vCk , u¯
B)
)
, k = 1, . . . , b.
(3.10)
Then
F
(s)
a,b (z|u¯
C , v¯C ; u¯B, v¯B) =
(
τ(z|u¯C ; v¯C)− τ(z|u¯B ; v¯B)
)
× Ω−1p t(v¯
C , u¯B)∆′a(u¯
C)∆a(u¯
B)∆′b(v¯
C)∆b(v¯
B) det
a+b
N
(s)
jk . (3.11)
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Note that the number p of the modified row of the matrix N (s) is arbitrary. The only condition
is that Ωp 6= 0. It is worth mentioning that in the case considered in subsection 3.1 the vector
Ω becomes a zero vector. Therefore one cannot take the limit u¯C = u¯B and v¯C = v¯B in (3.11).
This should not be surprising, because the sets {u¯C , v¯C} and {u¯B, v¯B} are not generic complex
numbers, but they are some fixed solutions of Bethe equations. Evidently, one cannot consider
the limit in which one solution goes to another.
4 Scalar product and form factors
Let trTκ¯(z) be the twisted transfer matrix and trT (z) be the standard transfer matrix. Consider
Qκ¯(z) = C
a,b
κ¯ (u¯
C ; v¯C)
(
trTκ¯(z)− trT (z)
)
B
a,b(u¯B; v¯B), (4.1)
where Ca,bκ¯ (u¯
C ; v¯C) and Ba,b(u¯B; v¯B) are twisted and standard on-shell vectors respectively. Ob-
viously
Qκ¯(z) = C
a,b
κ¯ (u¯
C ; v¯C)
3∑
j=1
(κj − 1)Tjj(z)B
a,b(u¯B; v¯B), (4.2)
and therefore
dQκ¯(z)
dκs
∣∣∣
κ¯=1
= Ca,bκ¯ (u¯
C ; v¯C)
∣∣∣
κ¯=1
Tss(z)B
a,b(u¯B; v¯B). (4.3)
Here κ¯ = 1 means that κj = 1 for j = 1, 2, 3. Observe that after setting κ¯ = 1 the vector
C
a,b
κ¯ (u¯
C ; v¯C) turns into the standard on-shell vector Ca,b(u¯C ; v¯C). Hence, we obtain the form
factor of Tss(z) in the r.h.s. of (4.3)
dQκ¯(z)
dκs
∣∣∣
κ¯=1
= F (s)(z|u¯C , v¯C ; u¯B, v¯B). (4.4)
On the other hand
Qκ¯(z) =
(
τκ¯(z|u¯
C ; v¯C)− τ(z|u¯B; v¯B)
)
C
a,b
κ¯ (u¯
C ; v¯C)Ba,b(u¯B; v¯B), (4.5)
where τκ¯(z|u¯
C ; v¯C) and τ(z|u¯B ; v¯B) are the eigenvalues of trTκ¯(z) and trT (z) respectively. Con-
sider the case when Ca,bκ¯ (u¯
C ; v¯C)
∣∣
κ¯=1
=
(
B
a,b(u¯B; v¯B)
)†
, that is u¯C = u¯B = u¯ and v¯C = v¯B = v¯
at κ¯ = 1. Then taking the derivative of (4.5) with respect to κs at κ¯ = 1 we find
F (s)(z|u¯, v¯; u¯, v¯) = ‖Ba,b(u¯; v¯)‖2
dτκ¯(z|u¯
C ; v¯C)
dκs
∣∣∣
κ¯=1
, (4.6)
and one should set u¯C = u¯ and v¯C = v¯ after taking the derivative of τκ¯(z|u¯
C ; v¯C) with respect
to κs. Note that here we take total derivative with respect to κs. Therefore, differentiating
the eigenvalue τκ¯(z|u¯
C ; v¯C) we should also differentiate u¯C and v¯C with respect to κs, as these
parameters implicitly depend on κs through the twisted Bethe equations (2.10).
If Ca,bκ¯ (u¯
C ; v¯C)
∣∣
κ¯=1
6=
(
B
a,b(u¯B; v¯B)
)†
, then the scalar product in the r.h.s. of (4.5) vanishes
at κ¯ = 1 (as a scalar product of two different on-shell vectors), and we obtain
dQκ¯(z)
dκs
∣∣∣
κ¯=1
=
(
τ(z|u¯C ; v¯C)− τ(z|u¯B; v¯B)
) d
dκs
(
C
a,b
κ¯ (u¯
C ; v¯C)Ba,b(u¯B; v¯B)
) ∣∣∣
κ¯=1
. (4.7)
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Thus, the form factor of Tss(z) between two different on-shell vectors is proportional to the
κs-derivative of the scalar product of the twisted and standard on-shell vectors
F
(s)
a,b (z|u¯
C , v¯C ; u¯B, v¯B) =
(
τ(z|u¯C ; v¯C)− τ(z|u¯B ; v¯B)
) d
dκs
(
C
a,b
κ¯ (u¯
C ; v¯C)Ba,b(u¯B; v¯B)
) ∣∣∣
κ¯=1
. (4.8)
Observe that after taking the κs-derivative of the scalar product one should set κ¯ = 1. Hence,
for the calculation of form factors it is sufficient to compute the scalar product up to the terms
(κi − 1)(κj − 1), where i, j = 1, 2, 3.
5 Calculation of the form factors
5.1 Average value of Tss(z)
In this section we assume that u¯C = u¯B = u¯ and v¯C = v¯B = v¯ at κ¯ = 1.
As we have shown in the previous section, the form factor F
(s)
a,b (z|u¯, v¯; u¯, v¯) is equal to the
norm of the on-shell vector ‖Ba,b(u¯; v¯)‖2 multiplied by the derivative of the twisted transfer
matrix eigenvalue with respect to κs (see (4.6)). The norm of the on-shell Bethe vector was
calculated in [16] (see also [6])
‖Ba,b(u¯; v¯)‖2 = Ha,b det
a+b
θ, (5.1)
where Ha,b is given by (3.5) and θj,k is defined in (3.2), where one should set u¯
C = u¯ and v¯C = v¯.
The total derivative of τκ¯(z|u¯
C , v¯C) with respect to κs at κ¯ = 1 and u¯
C = u¯, v¯C = v¯ is
dτκ¯(z|u¯
C , v¯C)
dκs
∣∣∣∣
κ¯=1
=
(
∂τκ¯(z|u¯
C , v¯C)
∂κs
+
a∑
ℓ=1
∂τ(z|u¯, v¯)
∂uℓ
duCℓ
dκs
+
b∑
m=1
∂τ(z|u¯, v¯)
∂vm
dvCm
dκs
)
κ¯=1
. (5.2)
In order to compute derivatives du¯C/dκs and dv¯
C/dκs at κ¯ = 1 we differentiate (2.13):
a∑
ℓ=1
θj,ℓ
duCℓ
dκs
+
b∑
m=1
θj,m
dvCm
dκs
= δs2 − δs1, j = 1, . . . , a
a∑
ℓ=1
θj+a,ℓ
duCℓ
dκs
+
b∑
m=1
θj+a,m
dvCm
dκs
= δs2 − δs3, j = 1, . . . , b.
(5.3)
From this system we find
duCj
dκs
= (δs2 − δs1)
a∑
ℓ=1
(θ−1)j,ℓ + (δs2 − δs3)
b∑
m=1
(θ−1)j,m+a,
dvCj
dκs
= (δs2 − δs1)
a∑
ℓ=1
(θ−1)j+a,ℓ + (δs2 − δs3)
b∑
m=1
(θ−1)j+a,m+a.
(5.4)
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Substituting (5.4) into (4.6) and (5.2) we obtain
F
(s)
a,b (z|u¯, v¯; u¯, v¯) = Ha,b deta+b
θ
{
∂τκ¯(z|u¯
C , v¯C)
∂κs
+
a∑
ℓ=1
∂τ(z|u¯, v¯)
∂uℓ
[
(δs2 − δs1)
a∑
ℓ′=1
(θ−1)ℓ,ℓ′ + (δs2 − δs3)
b∑
m′=1
(θ−1)ℓ,m′+a
]
+
b∑
m=1
∂τ(z|u¯, v¯)
∂vm
[
(δs2 − δs1)
a∑
ℓ′=1
(θ−1)m+a,ℓ′ + (δs2 − δs3)
b∑
m′=1
(θ−1)m+a,m′+a
]}
κ¯=1
. (5.5)
Let θ̂j,k be a cofactor of the matrix element θj,k in the matrix θ. Then θ̂j,k = (θ
−1)k,j deta+b θ,
and (5.5) turns into
F
(s)
a,b (z|u¯, v¯; u¯, v¯) = Ha,b
{
det
a+b
θ
∂τκ¯(z|u¯
C , v¯C)
∂κs
+
a∑
ℓ=1
∂τ(z|u¯, v¯)
∂uℓ
[
(δs2 − δs1)
a∑
ℓ′=1
θ̂ℓ′,ℓ + (δs2 − δs3)
b∑
m′=1
θ̂m′+a,ℓ
]
+
b∑
m=1
∂τ(z|u¯, v¯)
∂vm
[
(δs2 − δs1)
a∑
ℓ′=1
θ̂ℓ′,m+a + (δs2 − δs3)
b∑
m′=1
θ̂m′+a,m+a
]}
κ¯=1
. (5.6)
On the other hand, developing deta+b+1Θ
(s) over the last row and the last column, one has
det
a+b+1
Θ(s) = Θ
(s)
a+b+1,a+b+1 deta+b
θ −
a+b∑
j=1
a+b∑
k=1
Θ
(s)
j,a+b+1Θ
(s)
a+b+1,k θ̂j,k . (5.7)
Substituting here the explicit expressions (3.3) for the entries of the matrix Θ(s), we immediately
reproduce (5.6). In this way we prove (3.4).
Observe that
3∑
s=1
Θ
(s)
j,a+b+1 = 0, for j = 1, . . . , a+ b. (5.8)
This implies
C
a,b(u¯; v¯) tr T (z)Ba,b(u¯; v¯) = Ha,b det
a+b
θ
3∑
s=1
∂τκ¯(z|u¯
C , v¯C)
∂κs
∣∣∣∣
u¯C=u¯
v¯C=v¯
= τ(z|u¯, v¯)Ha,b det
a+b
θ = τ(z|u¯, v¯)‖Ba,b(u¯; v¯)‖2, (5.9)
as it should. One can also easily check that at a = 0 or b = 0, equation (3.4) reproduces known
results for SU(2) form factors [10].
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5.2 The scalar product of twisted and standard on-shell vectors
In order to compute the form factor of Tss(z) between different on-shell Bethe vectors we should
calculate the scalar product of the twisted on-shell vector and the standard on-shell vector (see
(4.8)). The main steps of this derivation almost literally repeat the ones described in the work
[6] for the particular case of the twist matrix. We start with the general formula for the scalar
product of two Bethe vectors obtained by N. Reshetikhin in the work [16]. Then we successively
take the sums over partitions of the arguments of Bethe vectors. The reader can find the details
of this very onerous derivation in [6]. The only essential difference is that now we need a
generalization of lemma 6.3 of [6].
Lemma 5.1. Let ζ be a constant. Define Gn(ζ) as
Gn(ζ) =
∑
ζnIIf(ξ¯I, ξ¯II)f(η¯II, η¯I)KnI(η¯I|ξ¯I)KnII(ξ¯II + c|η¯II), (5.10)
where n = nI + nII, and the sum is taken over all partitions of the set η¯ into subsets η¯I, η¯II and
the set ξ¯ into subsets ξ¯I, ξ¯II with cardinalities #η¯I = #ξ¯I = nI, 0 ≤ nI ≤ n, and #η¯II = #ξ¯II =
nII = n− nI. The functions KnI and KnII are the DWPF (2.14). Then
Gn(ζ) = (−1)
nζ
η¯−ξ¯
c t(ξ¯, η¯)h(η¯, η¯)h(ξ¯, ξ¯) +O
(
(ζ − 1)2
)
, (5.11)
where we have used the shorthand notation
ζ
η¯−ξ¯
c =
n∏
j=1
ζ
ηj−ξj
c . (5.12)
The proof is given in appendix A.
It turns out that in our case, ζ = κ1/κ3. In the work [6] we considered the case κ1 = κ3.
Therefore we succeeded in calculating the sum (5.10) exactly. In the case of the general twist
matrix we have κ1 6= κ3, and hence, ζ 6= 1. Thus, generically the function Gn(ζ) is a polynomial
in ζ. Using lemma (6.1) of [6] one can take the sum in (5.10) with respect to the partitions of
one set of variables, for instance,
Gn(ζ) =
∑
ζnII(−1)nIf(ξ¯I, ξ¯II)f(η¯, ξ¯I)Kn({ξ¯I − c, ξ¯II + c}|η¯). (5.13)
Here the sum is taken only over partitions of the set ξ¯ into subsets ξ¯I, ξ¯II. However it is doubtful
that further simplifications of equation (5.13) are possible. This is a serious obstacle for the
derivation of a determinant representation for the scalar product involving twisted on-shell
vectors with a general twist.
On the other hand, in order to calculate form factors, we should find only the first κs-
derivatives of the scalar product at κ¯ = 1. Therefore we do not need an exact result for Gn(ζ),
since the terms O
(
(ζ − 1)2
)
are not relevant.
As we have pointed out, in all other respects the derivation of the determinant representa-
tion for the scalar product of twisted and standard on-shell Bethe vectors literally repeats the
derivation described in [6]. The result reads
C
a,b
κ¯ (u¯
C ; v¯C)Ba,b(u¯B; v¯B) = t(v¯C , u¯B)∆′a(u¯
C)∆′b(v¯
B)∆a(u¯
B)∆b(v¯
C) det
a+b
N +O
(
(κ3/κ1 − 1)
2
)
,
(5.14)
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where ∆′ and ∆ are defined in (2.15). In order to describe the (a + b) × (a + b) matrix N we
first introduce a column-vector N̂j(w) with the components
N̂j(w) = c g
−1(w, u¯C)g−1(v¯C , w)
∂τκ¯(w|u¯
C , v¯C)
∂uCj
, j = 1, . . . , a, (5.15)
and
N̂j+a(w) = −c g
−1(v¯B , w)g−1(w, u¯B)
∂τ(w|u¯B , v¯B)
∂vBj
, j = 1, . . . , b. (5.16)
Then
Nj,k = N̂j(u
B
k ), j, k = 1, . . . , a;
Nj,k = N̂j(v
C
k )
(
κ3
κ1
)vC
k
/c
, j = 1, . . . , a, k = a+ 1, . . . , b;
Nj,k = N̂j(u
B
k )
(
κ3
κ1
)−uB
k
/c
, j = a+ 1, . . . , b, k = 1, . . . , a;
Nj,k = N̂j(v
C
k ), j, k = a+ 1, . . . , b.
(5.17)
Comparing the entries of the matrix (5.17) with the ones obtained in [6] one can see additional
factors (κ3/κ1)
vC
k
/c and (κ3/κ1)
−uB
k
/c in the off-diagonal blocks. These terms are due to the
factor ζ(η¯−ξ¯)/c in lemma 5.1.
5.3 The form factor of Tss(z) between different states
In order to obtain form factors one has to take κs-derivatives of the scalar product at κ¯ = 1.
Taking into account that the parameters u¯C and v¯C depend on κ¯ through the twisted Bethe
equations, it might be rather difficult to obtain an explicit expression for the derivatives of
deta+bN . However, as was shown in [6], the matrix N has an eigenvector with zero eigenvalue
at κ¯ = 1. This fact can be used for significant simplification of our calculations.
The components of the zero eigenvector are given by (3.6). If Ca,b(u¯C ; v¯C) 6=
(
B
a,b(u¯B; v¯B)
)†
then this vector has at least one non-zero component, say Ωp. Then we can add to the p-th row
of the matrix N all other rows multiplied by the coefficients Ωj/Ωp. Such sums were already
calculated in [6]. Then the p-th row is modified as follows:
Np,k = cΩ
−1
p h(v¯
C , uBk )h(u
B
k , u¯
B)
[
f(v¯B, uBk )
f(v¯C, uBk )
(
1−
(
κ1
κ3
)uB
k
/c
)
+
(
κ1
κ3
)uB
k
/c
−
κ2
κ1
]
, (5.18)
for k = 1, . . . , a, and
Np,a+k = cΩ
−1
p h(v¯
C , vCk )h(v
C
k , u¯
B)
[
f(vCk , u¯
C)
f(vCk , u¯
B)
(
κ2
κ1
(
κ3
κ1
)vC
k
/c
−
κ2
κ3
)
+ 1−
κ2
κ1
(
κ3
κ1
)vC
k
/c
]
,
(5.19)
for k = 1, . . . , b.
Obviously Np,k = 0 at κ¯ = 1. Hence, when we take derivatives with respect to κs we have
to differentiate only the p-th row, setting κ¯ = 1 everywhere else. We also do not need to take
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derivatives of u¯C and v¯C with respect to κs, since they produce zero contributions at κ¯ = 1.
Thus, differentiating (5.18), (5.19) with respect to κs we arrive at (3.10). In all other rows of
the matrix N we simply set κ¯ = 1. In this way we reproduce equations (3.7) and (3.8).
Observe that
3∑
s=1
Y
(s)
k = 0, for k = 1, . . . , a+ b, (5.20)
where Y
(s)
k are given by (3.10). Hence,
C
a,b(u¯C ; v¯C) tr T (z)Ba,b(u¯B; v¯B) = 0, (5.21)
as it should, if Ca,b(u¯C ; v¯C) 6=
(
B
a,b(u¯B; v¯B)
)†
. Known formulas for form factors in SU(2) case
[10] also can be obtained from (3.11) by setting a = 0 or b = 0.
Conclusion
We have mentioned already that the problem of calculation of form factors and correlation
functions in the framework of the algebraic Bethe ansatz can be reduced to that of the calcu-
lation of scalar products of Bethe vectors. In particular, determinant representations for scalar
products of on-shell vectors and generic Bethe vectors play a very important role. Such determi-
nant representations for gl2-based models are known [17, 18] and they were used for analytical
[19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] and numerical [25, 26, 27, 28] analysis of correlation functions. However
in the case of higher rank algebras the situation is more involved. We argued in [6] that in
the SU(3) case a determinant representation for the scalar product of an on-shell vector and
arbitrary Bethe vector is hardly to be found. In the present paper we obtained an additional
argument in favor of this conjecture. Indeed, even in the particular case of a Bethe vector,
namely a twisted on-shell vector, we were able to obtain the determinant representation for the
scalar product only up to the terms of order (κ1/κ3 − 1)
2. In order to obtain an exact result
one should obtain a closed expression for the function Gn(ζ) defined in lemma 5.1.
Nevertheless we succeeded in finding single determinant representations for form factors
of Tss(w). These matrix elements describe form factors of diagonal operators in the SU(3)-
invariant Heisenberg chain. For complete a description one should obtain determinant formulas
for the matrix elements of Tjk(w) with j 6= k. We hope to study this problem in our further
publication.
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A Proof of lemma 5.1
Lemma A.1. Let γ be a constant. Define G˜n(γ) as
G˜n(γ) = γGn(1) +
dGn
dζ
∣∣∣∣
ζ=1
=
∑
(γ + nII)f(ξ¯I, ξ¯II)f(η¯II, η¯I)KnI(η¯I|ξ¯I)KnII(ξ¯II + c|η¯II), (A.1)
where n = nI + nII, and the sum is taken over all partitions of the set η¯ into subsets η¯I, η¯II and
the set ξ¯ into subsets ξ¯I, ξ¯II with cardinalities #η¯I = #ξ¯I = nI, 0 ≤ nI ≤ n, and #η¯II = #ξ¯II =
nII = n− nI. The functions KnI and KnII are the DWPF (2.14).
Then
G˜n(γ) = (−1)
nt(ξ¯, η¯)h(η¯, η¯)h(ξ¯, ξ¯)
(
γ +
n∑
i=1
g−1(ηi, ξi)
)
. (A.2)
Proof. The proof is similar to that of lemma 6.3 of [6]. The function G˜n(γ) is a rational
function of η¯ and ξ¯. It is symmetric in η¯ and symmetric in ξ¯. It decreases if any of these
arguments goes to infinity. It has poles at ξi = ηj and ξi + c = ηj . Finally, the result (A.2) is
correct for n = 1. Hence, it remains to check that the residues of G˜n(γ) in its poles reduce to
G˜n−1. Then induction over n completes the proof.
We will use the following property of Kn:
Kn(x¯|y¯)
∣∣∣
xn→yn
= g(xn, yn)f(yn, y¯n)f(x¯n, xn)Kn−1(x¯n|y¯n) + reg, (A.3)
where reg means the regular part when xn → yn.
Let ηn → ξn. Then the pole in (A.1) occurs if and only if ξn ∈ ξ¯I and ηn ∈ η¯I. Introducing
ξ¯I′ = ξ¯I \ ξn and η¯I′ = η¯I \ ηn we obtain
G˜n(γ)
∣∣∣
ηn→ξn
=
∑
(γ + nII)f(ξn, ξ¯II)f(ξ¯I′ , ξ¯II)f(η¯II, η¯I′)f(η¯II, ηn)
× g(ηn, ξn)f(η¯I′ , ηn)f(ξn, ξ¯I′)KnI−1(η¯I′ |ξ¯I′)KnII(ξ¯II + c|η¯II)
= g(ηn, ξn)f(η¯n, ηn)f(ξn, ξ¯n)
∑
(γ + nII)f(ξ¯I′ , ξ¯II)f(η¯II, η¯I′)KnI−1(η¯I′ |ξ¯I′)KnII(ξ¯II + c|η¯II)
= g(ηn, ξn)f(η¯n, ηn)f(ξn, ξ¯n) G˜n−1(γ). (A.4)
Let now ξn + c = ηn. Then the pole in (A.1) occurs if and only if ξn ∈ ξ¯II and ηn ∈ η¯II.
Introducing ξ¯II′ = ξ¯II \ ξn and η¯II′ = η¯II \ ηn we obtain
G˜n(γ)
∣∣∣
ηn→ξn+c
=
∑
(γ + nII)f(ξ¯I, ξn)f(ξ¯I, ξ¯II′)f(η¯II′ , η¯I)f(ηn, η¯I)
× h−1(ξn, ηn)f(ξ¯II′ , ξn)f(ηn, η¯II′)KnI(η¯I|ξ¯I)KnII−1(ξ¯II′ + c|η¯II′)
= h−1(ξn, ηn)f(ξ¯n, ξn)f(ηn, η¯n)
∑
(γ + nII)f(ξ¯I, ξ¯II′)f(η¯II′ , η¯I)KnI(η¯I|ξ¯I)KnII−1(ξ¯II′ + c|η¯II′)
= h−1(ξn, ηn)f(ξ¯n, ξn)f(ηn, η¯n) G˜n−1(γ + 1). (A.5)
It is straightforward to check that the r.h.s. of (A.2) possesses the same recursions at ηn = ξn
and ξn+ c = ηn, and thus, the lemma is proved. Then the statement of lemma 5.1 immediately
follows from lemma A.1.
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